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THE DEVASTATION AT COLOGNE

Over 80% of the central city area and of the other fully built-up

districts on the west bank of the Rhine have been destroyed in the last three

big R.A.F. attacks on Cologne, Germany's third largest city and one of her most

vital transport centres. Its importance is illustrated by the feet that the

Germans had expended much labour and raw materials in attempting to re-build

the city after the previous heavy raids.

The list of factories hit is a long and significant one. In all, about

80 were damaged in the three attacks: the names and functions of 50 of them are

known.

The bombing in the first raid, which took place on the night of June 28,

was mainly on the districts on the west bonk of the Rhine, where great damage

was done. Experts originally put the devastation at over 1,000 acres, but this

was before the whole city had been photographed. Further examination of all

the photographs has shown that still more factories can be added to the list of

those previously known to be either damaged or destroyed. These include an

importance cable works, a factory which was toning out shell fuses, three

machinery firms, a chemical works and an aluminium foundry.

Targets in the heavily industrialised districts on the east bank of the

river were the objectives in the other two attacks. Three, factories of the

highest priority were damaged, two of them very badly.

They belonged to three firms with an international reputation -Humboldt-

Deutz, Gottsried Hagen, and Felten and Guillaume,

Humboldt-Deutz, manufacturersof internal combustion engines, lorries and

tractors, and. above all of submarine engines, have two factories at Cologne,

The main plant was at Deutz and there was another branch of the firm at Kalk.

Both of them were hit in the second raid; fierce fires broke out and some of

them were still burning when a reconnaissance aircraft arrived over the city on

the day following the attack. The photographs show that three-quarters of the

kalk factory have been destroyed, while some of the main workshops at the Deutz

plant were seriously damaged, Gottsried Hagen, makers of accumulators and

batteries, and especially submarine batteries, was no less seriously hit. Of

the firm's 35 workshops and buildings no less than 28 have been destroyed, while

most of the others have been damaged. Felten and Guillaume are probably the

largest manufacturers of cables in Germany, and wer turning out wire hawsers

and special armament components. Six of the firm's workshops were damaged.

Cologne's communications suffered very seriously. The railway workshops
at Nippeshad been hit in previous raids and the Germans had repaired a good
deal of the damage. Four buildings which they had rebuilt were again destroyed

apart from other damage. The Nippes marshalling yards were hit, and carriage

sheds, rolling stock, . tracks, and goods sheds at both -the Geroon and Eiselter

marshalling yards and goods depot were damaged. On the east bank the station buildings
at Mulheim were completely destroyed, and those at Deutz and Kalk-Sud seriously

damaged, A large transhipment shed in the Kalk-Nord marshalling yards was very

badly damaged, and good sheds and rolling stock at Gremberg and Doutzerseld

marshalling yard were destroyed,

,
Cologne is one of.German y

's pain links to the west, and the
great destruction of railway property will undoubtedly be a serious embarrassment

to the Germans, although a temporary one. It is estimated that over 1,000 wagons,
and 300 coaches were damaged or destroyed in the three attacks.


